
Fox and rabbits 

 

 

 

Level: A1.1 

 

Age: 4-7 

 

Organization: whole class 

 

Aims: To practise repeating familiar vocabulary and a simple language chunk rhythmically in chorus;  

to develop physical coordination. 

 

Language focus: In the example: present continuous, fox, rabbit, Hurry!   

 

Alternatives: any other animal vocabulary, eg wolf/hen, cat/mouse and suitable chunks, eg Quick!  

Quick! The cat can’t catch you! 

 

Materials:  Essential: none / Optional: a sock or handkerchief 

 

 

Procedure  

1. Get the children to sit in a circle making sure there is plenty of room to walk round behind them.   

2. Walk round the circle tapping each child gently on the head and saying Rabbit! as you pass. 

Encourage the children to join in, repeating the word with you.   

3. After about six children, tap the next child on the head and say Fox! Demonstrate and explain that 

the child who you name as ‘fox’ should stand up and walk as fast as possible after you round the 

circle until you get back to their place and sit down. As you walk fast round the circle away from 

the ‘fox’ say, e.g. Hurry! Hurry! The fox is coming and repeat this in a rhythmic way, encouraging 

all the children to join in.  

4. The child who is the fox then has the next turn walking round the circle and naming the rabbits 

and fox with everyone participating in the same way. Repeat the game several times.  

 

Comments and Suggestions   

 

 This game provides a natural context for choral repetition and promotes active 

participation by all the children.  

 For safety reasons, it is advisable to insist on children walking, rather than running, after 

each other round the circle.  



 An alternative version of the game can be played with a sock or handkerchief. As you 

walk round the circle, put the sock or handkerchief behind one child. Get that child to 

stand up, pick up the sock and walk after you round the circle until you get back to their 

place and sit down. As you walk round the circle, say rhythmically, e.g. Hurry, Jenny! 

Hurry, Jenny! and get the children to join in. The child with the sock then has the next 

turn walking round the circle.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


